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We have taken a formal, foundational approach
to problems of reasoning and learning, considering
a body of knowledge to-be-acquired as a "desired
behavior". Learning is, to us, determination of a
"device" that models the specified behavior,
precisely and perfectly. With suitable constraints on
such a learning system, guidance of the learning
process, selection of experiments and descriptions of
the goal device can also be precise or, well-defined.
Here we briefly discuss our formal approach to
reasoning and learning, particularly as it is related to
the fundamental issues of goal-driven learning
described by Leake and Ram [8]. We also describe
some applications we have found (and hope to find)
for our theory.

During the earliest development of formal
theories for computer science much attention was
given to designing "abstract devices" and to
reasoning about their "states". What we now
consider classical work along these lines (e.g.,
Moore [1 I], Myhill [12], Nerode [13]) investigated
such areas as relationships between component-state
structure and device behavior; necessity or
elimination of device states; choice or certainty in
state-to-state transitions; and achievement of goals
through accessing of "final states". If a device could
be shown to produce a precisely specified behavior,
then it realized its "function" behaved "perfectly",
and was verifiably correct.

As time progressed the focus of formal computer
science shifted from such machine foundations to
mathematics-of-the-feasible and time-and-space
efficiency. However, there has been renewed
interest in the classical foundational approach, in
connection with artificial intelligence research into
such areas as "human-like" reasoning,
logical/philosophical epistemics and computational
learning theory. We have used just such an
algebraic and logical approach to problems of
reasoning and learning. We have defined learning in
terms of modeling a behavior, based on reasoning
about behavioral observations, with the goal of
determining precisely the model’s function,
structure, choices and states.

Once a learning system determines an
appropriate modeling device, the behavior it models
is learned. When, as part of the procedure --- the
system decides what to accept as an appropriate
model; determines what necessary and sufficient
behavioral information characterizes the model; and
determines experiments or constructive steps that,
given the behavioral information, define or produce

the model --- then the learning process may be
viewed as goal-driven.

We began to investigate reasoning or learning
problems within the framework of a particular
process: formal language acquisition. This is a
reasoning problem concerned with acquiring what
may well be an infinite body of knowledge (e.g., an
infinite set of sentences). While efficiency was not
our concern, effectiveness certainly was: we did
require that reasoning or learning be completed, and
that a result be obtained, finitely! A learning system
could not possibly acquire the (infinite) linguistic
knowledge by, say, storing or "memorizing" each
element (e.g., sentence) of a language. It would
have to generalize from some representation of the
language, conveyed in a finite way. If this goal
could be achieved, we determined learning would be
achieved, through the acquisition of a perfectly
characterizing finite model. We first chose to
investigate the problem for languages that are
context-free [2].

In the spirit of our learning approach, we
defined the language as a behavior within a
constrained containing domain, so that elements of
the language were found within the behavior, while
its complement (relative to the domain) contained
syntactic structures that were not. The goal,
behavioral model of the language was a grammar
that produced exactly the language (realizing that
function), or a recognitive device that accepted all
and only the language’s elements. The states of the
grammar or device were "goal oriented",
corresponding to how far along the generative or
recognitive reasoning process had progressed, in
determining whether an element was in the language
(or not). We were able to show that choice could be
eliminated (and thus, no wrong choices made) 
making all steps functional or deterministic.

From the perspective of formal (context-free)
language theory, we established that such perfect
models of language existed. From the perspective of
goal-driven learning, we established that, with an
unlimited class of possible models, we could
constrain the search process to discover as
"learnable", specific perfect behavioral models. The
actual learning process required a system to
experiment with behavioral samples until it had
enough information to generalize, from the observed
behavior, to the perfect behavioral model. In the
language acquisition case, this meant that the
learning system would experiment with language-
information samples and learn not just a given set of
correct sentences. Rather, the system would acquire
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a model for more than what it had observed: it
would have a finite means to determine everything
that is in the language (as opposed to what is not).

It was only through appropriate representation of
the (context-free) language that we succeeded 
modeling the linguistic behavior perfectly, for
structural properties of such languages made
representation a critical factor in obtaining our
results. We were able to show, in our specific
language case, that the components of perfect
behavioral models corresponded to congruence
classes of language structures. A finite model had
finite classes. With sufficient distinguishing
experiments (generalizing Moore [11]) a learning
system could actively construct a perfect language
model, in an effective fashion, from finite behavioral
information representing each of the model’s
component (congruence) classes. The learning
system algorithm succeeded by generalizing Myhill
[12] and Nerode [13].

The language example is just one instance of
such learnability. Once it is determined that a finite
perfect learnable model exists, it is a relatively
simple matter to find it effectively, achieving a
learning goal. In a sense we were the goal-driven
learning system, when we sought to solve the
language acquisition problem we first approached.
We determined what model to acquire (i.e., what to
learn) and how to acquire it. We then conveyed this
capability to our algorithm, or learning system [2-4].

We find relationships between our approach, to
generalizing from behavioral observations, and the
overarching of tasks described in Ng and Bereiter
[14] as cited in Leake and Ram [8]. We find very
strong relationships between our constructive
approach to discovering behavioral models, and
Michalski’s inferential theory of learning [10] also
cited in [8].

Based on such work as Cherniavsky, Statman
and Velauthapillai [1], we extended our original
work to show that "adversarial" reasoning was
possible, and that potential given behavioral models
could be tested (for incorrectness) to determine (by
default) that they were correct. In this case, the
states and structure may or may not be known when
the reasoning system determines the tests.
Successful testing results in default verification if it
is possible to effectively characterize both behavior
that is correct (taking the reasoner to a goal, "final
state") and behavior that is not (relative to a specific
behavioral domain). The tester tries to show the
potential model is wrong (e.g., under known
conditions, "goes into the wrong state", and does not
realize its "intended function"). But if, after
sufficient tests, no incorrectness is detected, the
tester can only conclude the model is perfectly
correct. In such an approach the learning system is

also goal-driven, when, as "the tester", it chooses
experiments based on what/t considers to be correct
or incorrect.

In the language acquisition example, and
similarly mathematically constrained knowledge
acquisition problems, we have been able to show
that a perfect behavioral model can be conclusively
determined through a finite selection of "adversarial"
goal-driven tests (with mathematical constraints, we
can determine finite characterizing complements:
what is "in" a behavior and what is "not" [3-6]).

As we have just described, using a logical and
algebraic "foundational" approach, we developed a
theory of reasoning about (infinite) information
through discovery/determination of models of such
"behaviors" and their component classes and
"states". We have had varying levels of success in
applying our theory to several behavioral domains,
dependent on what can be discovered about a
behavior’s mathematical structure (e.g., can it be
described functionally? finitely? can it be processed
deterministically?). This structure can define the
learnable, perfect behavioral model, if it exists. The
learning system can exploit the mathematical
structure to choose its information and experiments,
and its learnable model, with a goal-driven process,
learning effectively.

In the original formal language acquisition
problem we investigated we found complete success
in reasoning about language models, with inference
or goal-driven testing. A learning system could
easily adapt, through changes in its experiments, to
determine components of alternate behavioral models
that it defines as "perfect" and worthy of being
learned. (E.g., our system finds a minimal-
component language model, but could redirect its
goal to find a model that processes language more
time-efficiently.)

We have had less success with applications of
our theory to natural language learning, reasoning
about arbitrary computational (program) processes,
or the common sense "human-like" reasoning under
study today. A perfect model, that a goal-driven
system might seek, may not exist. The system
might choose an alternative model, and deal, in
future, with anomalies. Taking into account the
difficulty of the problems we have been
investigating, we may consider as successful such
imperfect behavioral modeling that is correct
"sometimes" or, "approximately".

In the case of reasoning about natural language,
not only is there great disagreement over such
language’s mathematical structure [3, 6], there is the
additional problem that new language may be
created, out-dating a model once it is found. But we
show that/f there is a formal (context-free) finite
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model then through adaptive techniques it may be
identified in the limit [7] or tested, similarly. If
there is no such formal finite model, we may accept
as successful an adaptively-obtained model that is
identified "approximately". A significant knowledge
subset could thus be acquired.

In the instance of learning or, reasoning about
"function", "states" and structure of arbitrary
computational processes or programs, we conjecture
that only approximation of results is possible, and in
general, such reasoning can never be perfectly
correct. Our approach can lead to some (at least
partial) assessment of program correctness that
compares not unfavorably with processes often used
today [4, 5]. Similar conclusions have been reached
by other theoreticians, e.g., Cherniavsky et al [1].
Techniques that establish some behavioral
correctness, would appear to be preferable to
existing ad hoc processes that have no theoretical
foundations and thus, may never establish correct
behavior at all. A flexible goal-driven system might
be satisfied with a "best possible" result.

Among the most interesting and confounding
learning or behavioral modeling problems we have
been investigating are the non-monotonic, "non-
algebraic", common sense reasoning processes as
described by Lenat et al [9]. Here we have only
begun to examine the possibility of modeling
behaviors, and to understand the difficulties
involved. At best we would expect a theory of
"weakly approximate" reasoning, unlike the
deterministic, certain, and correct algebraic/
automata-theory reasoning of [2], and more in line
with human reasoning as evidenced each day. In
such processes it may be as difficult to specify the
intended function of a behavioral model as it is to
construct/determine it. We expect that in such a
case, a system using goal-driven, and substantial
non-goal-driven, learning would be required.
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